FEATURES

- Aluminum Body / Acrylic Prismatic Lens
- Suspension Fixture w/ Height Adjustable Cable
- 699 Lumens
- 12 Watts / 120 Volts
- 3000 Kelvin Color Temperature
- Dimmable LED (15% - 100%)
  with ELV - Electric Low Voltage Dimmers
- Dry Rated

TECHNOLOGIES

- **CONTINUUM** - PRESERVES THE INTEGRITY OF THE LED SYSTEMS
  BY RESPONDING TO THE NEEDS OF THE DIODES
  THROUGHOUT THEIR LIFETIME, INCLUDING: AMBIENT
- **OPTICS** - PRISMATIC LENSES CREATE A SPREAD OF EVEN,
  FULL BODIED LIGHT.
- **PEARL PURE** - PRODUCES BRILLIANT, FULL-BODIED
  WHITE LIGHT WITH HIGH COLOR RENDERING SO COLORS
  WITHIN THE ROOM ARE LIT ACCURATELY AND VIBRANTLY.

MODEL# VMP22530

DIMENSIONS

CANOPY WIDTH: Ø5" (130MM)
OVERALL MAX. HEIGHT: 61.75" (1570MM)
THE MEASUREMENTS ARE ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST 1/4"